LEATHERING

Add even more class to your vessel by adding leathering or Stamskin as optional extras for your Sprayhood!

The leathers can be applied to your grab bar or your wheel, and Stamskin can reinforce the pulling band strip on the sprayhood aft canvas!

Pricing starts from £235 + vat.
Why not jazz up your wheel with leathering? Not only will it add a splash of colour, it will also provide protection to the wheel framework and ensure gripping comfort.

- Prices for wheel leathering (dependent on size) starts from £235 + vat.
- Prices for wheel leathering and part spokes (dependent on size) starts from £285 + vat.

Upgrade to coloured leather for a surcharge!

Here’s one we made earlier!
Stamskin is a vegan friendly material as it is a synthetic leather.

Like the Sunbrella Plus fabrics used for our marine canvas products, Stamskin is highly durable, and gives reinforcement and protection when needed most.

We can colour match with Stamskin to help it look more in keeping with the overall look of the Sprayhood.

Pricing starts from £238 + vat.